
For Pediatricians Looking For Opportunities 

We are currently planning to add another pediatrician to our clinic in Stockbridge, Georgia, 
were we established ourselves in 2001. We would like to make use of our spacious facility and 
the opportunities in growing Henry County by expanding our services. 

Our location is on the suburban Southside of Metro Atlanta just about 20+ min from Jackson 
Hartsfield International Airport and about 30 min from downtown Atlanta. 

According to the Henry County Development Authority, Henry County population has been 
growing by 100 percent between 1990 and 2000. It was also the tenth fastest-growing county 
in the U.S. with a 70.9 percent increase in population from 2000 to 2010. And, per capita 
income rose dramatically, growing nearly 11 percent between 2000 and 2012. The Atlanta 
Regional Commission forecasts that Henry County will further grow significantly between now 
and 2040, estimating Henry will reach a population of 351,691 (currently 245,00) by 2040. 

Henry County is still a relatively low cost area in terms of housing and also general cost of living, 
compared to the more developed Northside. On the other hand it is younger and growing 
faster than other parts of Atlanta or comparable major cities. Means it is an attractive market 
for pediatricians. We are in the center of the county with excellent traffic connections in direct 
neighborhood to Piedmont Henry Hospital. 

We can offer: 

 Flexibility  and independence in our family-like team 

 Excellent work vs. life balance, (more vacation than common and reduced hours per 
week once you are established.) 

 No hospital calls 

 A comprehensive salary package with good benefits and an incentive program that 
rewards you for good performance. 

 The chance to be successful as part of a growing practice in a growing community 

If you are interested and you want to learn and see more, please get in touch with us by 
sending us an email to the following address (pls. attach your CV): 

hr@thekidsspecialists.com 
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